OBBO Questions – *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea

1. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, what are the names of the seven narrators?
   - Peter, Jessica, Luke, Alexia, Jeffrey, Danielle, and Anna

2. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, what did Danielle, Jessica, and Anna each take when they visited Mr. Terupt?
   - Danielle – a sketch of Mr. Terupt (p. 160), Jessica – a copy of *Al Capone Does My Shirts* (p. 163), and Anna – a plant (p. 169)

3. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, what new causes Anna to go weak??
   - Danielle told Anna that her family does not approve of her mother. (p. 193)

4. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, what does Alexia call Mr. Terupt?
   - Teach

5. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, where did Luke find the ingredients for his plant food, which causes the room to fill with smoke?
   - Chemistry set from home (p. 29)

6. In which book does a character point out “dollar words”?
   - *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea (Luke)

7. In which book are characters assigned a project on the holiday Ramadan?
   - *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea

8. In which book does a snowball send someone to the hospital?
   - *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea
9. In which book does a character tell her story in the form of a play?
   - *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea (Jessica)

10. In *Because of Mr. Terupt* by Rob Buyea, who actually threw the snowball that hit Mr. Terupt?
    - Peter